
THE CHALLENGE

In 2007 Reading Borough Council outsourced the 

management and operational delivery of its car parks 

to NCP over a 15-year contract term, however since the 

contract commenced it hadn’t performed as expected 

with no value for money being delivered and lack of 

transparency. 

To secure financial savings and increase its control 

over car park revenue the Council made the informed 

decision to terminate the contract early using a voluntary 

termination clause and insource the service leaving just 

three months to carry out the transition. With no resource 

or inhouse expertise the Council appointed V4 Services to 

lead the transfer. 

INSOURCING CAR PARKS FOR 
BOROUGH COUNCIL

THE SOLUTION

V4 Services set up and led a Project Management Office pulling 

together all the working arrangements and different workstreams 

ensuring a joined-up approach to the service transition. This included:

•Creation & management of detailed project   documents such as 

project plan, Project Initiation Document, risk register & decisions log

•Day to day management of delivery workstreams that focused on 

actioning activities critical for service continuity

•Management of project budget & resources

•Reporting project progress & slippage to Project Board

•Chairing weekly project delivery team meetings

•Developing and implementing contingencies that removed or 

negated the impact of delays on transition activities

THE OUTCOMES

•A well organised transfer resulting in operational car parks with 

functional barriers and payment machines 

•Expected savings of £600k minimum for 2019-2021. Based on current 

figures the Council will deliver estimated total savings of £1.8 million 

by 2023.

•Operational improvements secured including upgrades to barrier 

systems and chip & pin machines resulting in faster exits and payments 

for customers.

•Reduced risk of operational failure by introducing 4G connections at 

the barrier operated car parks as back up to fixed broadband lines.

TESTIMONIAL

“V4 did a fantastic job managing this challenging project 

and worked closely with all those involved to ensure the 

transfer was a successful one. Throughout their time in 

the Council they have been professional, approachable 

and particularly effective at communicating project 

progress and issues through high quality, detailed project 

management documents. Without their leadership and 

support this transfer would not have happened when it 

did”.

Alison Bell, Director of Environment and Neighbourhood 

Services.
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